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A: There's no way to jailbreak it for the air. I've done a bunch of research, and the security is too robust to modify the baseband to bypass it.
It's basically an A4 with a computer attached to it. The way you're able to use the iPhone and iPad to tether is because it doesn't have a native
USB connection. If it did, then your router and PC wouldn't be able to access it. The only way you're going to jailbreak it, if you have the
bandwidth, is through boot.img. You're going to need to flash a custom firmware. Your best bet would be to grab a a MacBook Pro, grab a
ethernet cable and plug your iPhone/iPad into it. Once the computer is ready, you can use the ifuse application to connect your iPhone/iPad to
it. If you don't have time for that, or don't want to spend the money, the VMWare Fusion virtual machine version of the iPhone is available for
purchase, and it's free to download. Image copyright Conservative Party Image caption Boris Johnson said he had thought carefully about
whether to accept the invitation Boris Johnson has denied trying to "blackmail" the BBC into giving him more time to prepare his broadcast
speech for a general election. He told the House of Commons he had "thought very carefully" about his position on the BBC broadcast and felt
"there was no real blackmail in it". But he said he would "consider" giving a "certain amount of ground" to make his remarks "more normal".
Labour MPs accused Mr Johnson of hypocrisy, saying he had backed the Tories' pre-election broadcast. The BBC has ruled out moving the
date of the broadcast, but its editor-in-chief Lord Hall said: "I've given him until noon on the 21st to make his case and I'm not going to give
him more time." Mr Johnson's original deadline of Thursday morning was set to run out later in the day, prompting speculation about a further
extension. Labour and other opposition parties have complained that the prime minister's broadcast is due to be made on a "red-alert" state and
that he has said the programme will be "impartial". One of Mr Johnson's closest political allies, James Cleverly, accused Labour's front-bencher
Emily Thornberry of being part of a " 2d92ce491b
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